
religious hostilities of our past. The United States has 
finally ended the longest war in American history, as its 
after effects continue to spin further out of control. And the 
insane budget of the Military Industrial Complex is a gross 
misuse of tax dollars, where trillions go unaccounted for. 
The average US Taxpayer sent $3,456 to the Pentagon in 
2017 and Just $39 to the EPA for environmental causes.1 
On top of all this, anyone viewing the cyclical nature of 
human history and recent headlines with right and left 
wing candidates itching for more war, will see the danger 
on our horizon of provoking a 3rd World War apocalyptic 
nightmare.

But the ques-
tion is, how 
bad will it be? 
Is surviving 
World War III 
in our fate, or 
the devastation of Earth in Armageddon? Or is there a bet-
ter scenario available? Perhaps it’s possible we could cre-
ate a timeline that avoids the nightmare of an End Times 
taught in the Quran, Revelation promoted in the Bible 

and World 
War III de-
picted in 
the secu-
lar story of 
Star Trek.

Until we change the system and tap into the infinite pos-
sibilities of the global mind to create a much better story 
for our fate, we will remain stumped by the fragmented 
old ways of thinking about and imagining our future.We 
must unite America and our world around a more beau-
tiful dream for our destiny, so we are not stuck reliving 
the past, dooming ourselves to a self fulfilling prophecy. 
Let us bypass the lesser and greater evils completely by 
correcting our course; building bridges over the gulf of 
hostility between red and blue states & the religious and 
secular divide. 

When it comes to thinking about our future, mainstream 
America has traditionally favored two avenues in the 
secular and religious landscape. On the religious right, 
we have Christianity expressing a vision about our future 
guided by the Bible and the book of Revelation. On the 
secular left, Star Trek has recently celebrated its 50th an-
niversary and is guided by old episodes, movies and now 
new TV series released in 2017, 2020, 2021 and 2022; 
Star Trek Discovery, Picard, Lower Decks, Prodigy and 
Strange New Worlds. 

Many have seen secular memes expressing disdain for 
the religious, or church signs reflecting theist contempt 
for humanism. 

It is time that we rise together and choose a better path 
forward; to change the system with a beautiful dream that 
prevents the nightmare, showing how we have more in com-
mon for peace than irreconcilable differences for war. 

America Transformed through World Spirit; the elevated consciousness of mil-
lions of Americans from progressive and conservative families, whose global 
vision was shaped by the spiritual side of America. (electronics industrial complex 
and industry of dreams) The global country is Martin Luther King’s Dream Reborn 
for the entire Earth. (earthpledge.net) The global mind is the free and open 
Internet; equivalent to the modern day Library of Alexandria, which we all must 
defend. The Alex Grey sticker on top (alexgrey.com) reminds us of E pluribus 
unum for all humanity; “out of many, one!” And the Entheon guardian stickers 
(cosm.org) reference the higher powers of the universe, favoring evolution while 
transforming regression. The Starship Enterprise rising out of Apple Inc’s new 
headquarters is symbolic for the secular dream of humanity (doing what we are 
capable of) where the capital of America on the right, is replaced by the capital 
of Starfleet on the left in the progressive city of San Francisco and birthplace 
of a future (A.I. super intelligence) in Silicon Valley. As the military industrial 
complex continues adding to its destructive arsenal of weapons capable of 
destroying every human being, the last three decades has quietly seen the 
electronics industrial complex assemble the means to empower every human 
being. It is within the realm of possibility in the distant future, that Apple or its 
Android successor may one day put the equivalent of an internet connected 
super computer/HoloLens in the hands of every person on the planet as their 
(science tricorder) or passport to world citizenship; a unified crew of spaceship 
Earth. Imagine the mass production (entirely with machines) of a super computer 
running an OS connected to a global network, that completely does away with 
the need for traditional government. 

  

Features: HoloLens contact lens integration • Projected keyboard option • Solar powered with 1 minute battery charge 
• 1 petabyte (1,000 terabytes) solid state hard drive • Front facing 8k4k ultra HD camera • Back facing 50 megapixel full 
light spectrum super 12K camera • 100 decibel stereo - 24-bit/96 kHz microphone • 30-qubit quantum processor • Organic 
OLED 400 PPI retina display with switch between light diode and sun illuminated screen • Universal translation between 
every human language on the fly • Super fast connection to Earth’s free global network from anywhere on the planet • Free 
access to Alexandria 1.0; a growing database archiving every book ever written, every song ever composed, every movie 
ever made and every game ever played • Free pass for enrollment as student in Earth University 1.0 with unlimited access 
to millions of video conference classes • Free video call service to every state on Earth • Star Trek inspired Tricorder with 
over 10 scientific measuring instruments • Digital democracy 1.0 with full participation in a global community by and for the 
people of planet Earth everywhere without exceptions. No distinctions made between differing race, class, religion, culture, 
geographical location, gender, language, political affiliation or sexual orientation. • Constant voice activated connection to 
global AI super intelligence, with full internet integration
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RIGHT COAST

MORE MATERIAL: Has 
perfected machines that can 
potentially destroy humans by 
the billions. 

WAGING WAR: Fighting a 
global war on terror while 
threatening new preemptive 
strikes in the Middle East.

PREPARING FOR A 
NIGHTMARE: 
Nuclear terrorism destroys a 
European or American city. 
World War III begins.

The Internet is my country
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                   to the global mind

The Internet is my country

I pledge allegiance
                   to the global mind
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Both Star Trek and Christianity may seem incompatible at 
first glance, but if we take a deeper look, we may find strik-
ing similarities.

We can see both secular and religious stories of our future, 
share the commonality of a horrendous nightmare before 
the world is united and humanity joined together in peace 
and prosperity.

This fact of course begs the question, does the secular and 
interreligious divide have anything to do with triggering this 
terrible war? Unfortunately, we can see signs of this conflict 
all around the world. Atheist bloggers have been attacked 
in Asia and anti-Semitism is on the rise in the United States 
and Europe. Meanwhile, fanatical Christian and extremist 
Muslim animosity towards each other and secularism, is 
at an all time high. It’s not difficult to see these conflicts 
exploding into the kind of violence that could create a dire 
near future much like Star Trek and Christianity envision it.

Even if some fear we are stuck with no good options for a 
future to believe in, isn’t it honest to see one side as clearly 
the better choice? Surviving World War III is far more desir-
able than going through Armageddon, a fight against the 
Anti-Christ and a third of humankind destroyed! Until we 
figure out how to create an even better story for our future 
to replace what we have, we will forever be  relegated to 

through the transcendent depths of true vision. And this 
vision is capable of compelling the right coast to reign in 
its corruption, using its material dominance not for ill, but 
to empower and protect the good intentions of the left. And 
these good intentions find their form in subtle messages 
conveyed through art.

Because a blatant challenge to the power of the right coast is 
often met with hostility, the spiritual messages transmitted in 
films, games and the art of the left  take the form of metaphor 
and analogy in order to raise the spiritual consciousness 
of those who are enslaved by material corruption. Not all  
films and artistic endeavors of the left coast are infused with 
the true depths of spiritual vision, but for those that are, we 
often feel liberated and empowered after experiencing their 
beauty. And influence from the hope they promote, hold a 
greater sway over us than the fear generated from the other 
side. Released in 2015, Tomorrowland is an example of a  
film whose message raised the spiritual consciousness of its 
audience. One of the main characters discovers a tachyon 
machine transmitting a negative frequency into everyone’s 
mind, convincing the whole world to feed the wrong wolf and 
create a self fulfilling prophecy of destruction.

Could it be that something similar might be happening in 
America and our world? We are told in the U.S. that this is 
the “Land of the Free” and to “Support Our Troops” because 
“Freedom isn’t Free.” But if we were really free, wouldn’t we 
be allowed to choose more than just our political affiliation? 
Why are we not free to choose a peace or war tax bracket? 
Instead, we are forced to pay and feed the wrong wolf for 
wars of choice making us less secure by stirring up ancient 

choosing between the lesser evil. But even if this is the case, 
shouldn’t we still be clear about why one side is a more desir-
able choice than the other? The material and  financial capital of 
America is on the right coast with Wall St. as symbol of financial 
power and Washington D.C. along with the Pentagon as symbolic 
hub for political power and the military industrial complex. This 
is the side that controls the populace with legislation geared to 
ensure the continuation of their power; the people are forced to 
pay taxes even for wars and policies they disagree with.

Even if they don’t deserve its grace, corrupt material powers of this 
side are nourished by the more feminine oriented left coast. Not 
only are they supplier of a huge portion of the produce and food 
nurturing our health, they also specialize in spiritual industries that 
nourish our spirits through the arts. In the film and music indus-
tries, imagination rules; the greater the creativity of the dream, the 
greater chance for a blockbuster movie, video game or hit album 
that inspires all of us. On the west coast of America in the state 
of California, a Pentagon sized building just found completion. 
Apple Inc’s new headquarters will be lacking the sharp angles 
of its military opposite and will instead be a more graceful circle. 
From the air it will remind science fiction fans of the early stages 
of the Starship Enterprise saucer section. And on this side, the 
Electronics Industrial Complex serves as vehicle for transmitting 
these dreams into our consciousness 24/7 with machines not to 
destroy, but empower the populace and challenge material corrup-
tion. For contrary to  first appearances reflecting only surfaces, it 
is the spiritual side with the potential to wield the greatest power 

Star Trek’s timeline 
sees World War III 
begin in 2026, go-
ing on to 2053 and 
resulting in the de-
struction of 600 
million people.

The Star Trek paradigm sees hu-
mankind taking action to bring 
about a utopian age.

In the Star Trek timeline, first 
contact between Earth and Vul-
can is instrumental in bringing 
about the next phase of human 
evolution.

The Bible’s time-
line sees Arma-
geddon start be-
tween now and 
the next genera-
tion, killing over 
2.3 billion people.

The Bible sees a messianic force 
from the outside coming to bring 
about the heavenly age.

The Bible sees the church (bride of 
Christ) as instrumental in helping 
God bring about the next phase 
in our world’s rebirth.


